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Great Public University
The Michigan Difference
It has been a decade since Michigan Publishing was
formed, bringing the University of Michigan Press,
Michigan Publishing Services, and the Deep Blue
institutional repository into a single publishing entity,
under the auspices of the University of Michigan
Library.
Digital disruption has liberated new forms of
publication, and the market for books and journals
has changed dramatically since 2009. Our expert team, however,
remains dedicated to being indispensable partners in advancing
the impact of University of Michigan scholarship and the
disciplinary communities it supports.

U-M Press monograph authors came
from

17countries over the last five

In a period of profound change and opportunity, we continually
reinvent the platform that enables new forms of sharing and
creative expression.

years. The Press also published authors

While a comprehensive account would be impossible, this
report shares some recent stories of Michigan Publishing’s
impact. These stories show how we advance University priorities
in academic innovation; diversity, equity, and inclusion; and
faculty public engagement. They also illustrate our focus on
sustainability, both in the ways we fund our operations and in
our commitment to preserving digital scholarship.

6,000 syllabi list Michigan

The publications we create and distribute are often the first
contact scholars and the general public have with the University
of Michigan. As representatives of North America’s leading
public university, we are always focused on the quality of our
publications and are held accountable by faculty governance.
We hope you are inspired to work with us and support
our work by the stories of impact shared in these pages. Please
visit publishing.umich.edu to learn more.

from

42 of the 50 US states.

Publishing resources, used in college
classrooms around the world.

21% of U-M Press sales came from
ebooks in the past financial year. That’s
a higher percentage than

90% of

university presses,
reflecting a strong

Charles Watkinson
Associate University Librarian, Publishing, University of Michigan Library
Director, University of Michigan Press

commitment to digital
innovation.
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susTaInable PublIsHInG for DIGITal sCHolarsHIP In THe HuManITIes

6,500

Michigan Publishing is pushing the boundaries of the book.
The 2018 launch of Fulcrum—an open source publishing
platform developed with support from the Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation—was not only a symbol of this innovation, but
has opened the door for partnerships that sustain the next
generation of humanities scholarship.
books are sold

to libraries on Fulcrum, the next
generation publishing platform
developed by the U-M Press and
Library staff.

Fulcrum helps publishers present the full richness of authors’
research in a durable, discoverable, accessible, and flexible form.
Several presses already host titles on Fulcrum, which is built on
robust, research library infrastructure. “Fulcrum...allows scholars
to author the types of multimodal books they have desired for
many years,” said Beth Bouloukos, Publisher of Lever Press.

The aCls Humanities e-book Collection is
available on fulcrum
Fulcrum is ideal for advancing the American Council of Learned
Societies Humanities E-Book collection, an important resource
of over 5,000 core humanities titles from over 70 publishers. As
a recent library journal noted, ACLS HEB “combines a carefully
selected collection of academic monographs related to the
humanities with a straightforward user-interface.” ACLS HEB
has over 900 library clients, including small institutions where it
serves as the only ebook collection for students and faculty.

university of Michigan Press ebook Collection
launches
University of Michigan Press now joins a handful of academic
presses selling their own collections directly to libraries.
Launched in 2019, UMP EBC began with over 1,100 titles and
grows annually. Going directly on Fulcrum ensures that enriched
scholarship is widely distributed, and this approach has been
well received by purchasing libraries.
Andrée Rathemacher, the Head of Acquisitions at the University
of Rhode Island Library, said, “At a time when most of our
materials budget goes to STEM content from large commercial
publishers, it feels good to support a non-profit university press
that publishes monographs on an open source platform. I
appreciate the researcher-friendly license
terms, affordable pricing, the availability of
multiple ebook formats, and the support for
multimedia content.”

Andrée Rathemacher

Beth Bouloukos
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Fulcrum is
a publishing
platform
helping
publishers
present the
full richness of
their authors’
research
outputs in
a durable,
discoverable,
accessible, and
flexible form.
www.fulcrum.org

“fulcrum has enabled us to improve our
brand by providing a platform that allows
scholars to author the types of multimodal
books they have desired for many years. as
an open access press, we are thinking about
accessibility on many levels and the fulcrum
team is fully supporting us in that endeavor.”
—Beth Bouloukos, Publisher of Lever Press.

“at a time when most of our
materials budget goes to
sTeM content from large
commercial publishers, it
feels good to support a nonprofit university press that
publishes monographs on
an open source platform.”

[aCls Heb] “combines a carefully

—Andrée Rathemacher, the
Head of Acquisitions at the
university of Rhode Island
Library .

selected collection of academic
monographs related to the
humanities with a straightforward
user-interface.”
—Collection Building
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oPenInG aCCess To books InCreases reaCH anD enGaGeMenT

“ The Color of new Media stands for inclusivity and
accessibility in new media studies, so it was deeply
important to us that our book be made available in
an open-access edition. The university of Michigan Press
and university of California libraries helped
us realize our dream.”
—Abigail De Kosnik and Keith Feldman
University of California, Berkeley

“ESC was an exciting and rewarding scholarly and creative
challenge for me personally…. a once-in-a-career
opportunity to radically rethink the form that my research
might take...Michigan Publishing was a wonderful
collaborator at every step of the way.”
—Jacob Smith, northwestern University

Letting people read a book for free can actually be good
business. Open Access (OA) expands the purchasing audience
and supports authors’ ambitions to reach all readers who need
their work, not just those who can afford to buy it.
Making books OA presents special challenges because of high
production costs and lack of humanities funding. Author-pays
business models create potential new inequities, so Michigan
Publishing partners with collective funding initiatives such as
Knowledge Unlatched, TOME, and Lever Press.
Authors in disciplines such as political science, area studies, and
performing arts are responding to the opportunity the Press
now offers, but for different reasons.
Abigail De Kosnik worked with co-editor Keith Feldman and The
Color of New Media collective to publish #identity: Hashtagging
Race, Gender, Sexuality and Nation. As both authors note, the
collective “stands for inclusivity and accessibility in new media
studies, so it was deeply important to us that our book be made
available in an open-access edition….We wanted our work to
reach as many people as possible, and open access is facilitating
that goal.”
Jacob Smith’s ESC: Sonic Adventure in the Anthropocene uses
OA to enrich digital scholarship. His book’s “chapters” are mostly
audio files. “Michigan had the vision to recognize the potential
for this new model for academic publication, and the unique set
of skills and infrastructure required to make it work…. Michigan
Publishing was a wonderful collaborator at every step of the
way,” said Smith.
Aswin Punathambekar and Sriram Mohan saw an opportunity to
engage a broader international audience for their edited volume,
Global Digital Cultures: Perspectives from South Asia. For them,
OA also facilitates cross-disciplinary engagement, aligned with
the ambitions of the University’s Global Media Studies Institute.
While authors’ primary motivations are different, being able
to offer an OA option can provide acquiring editors with a
competitive advantage. Through its support of sustainable OA,
Michigan Publishing is also catalyzing engagement with the
next generation of humanities scholarship.
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Project Partners

5,000:

Knowledge Unlatched makes scholarly
content freely available to everyone and
contributes to the further development of
the Open Access (OA) infrastructure.

The average number of times that a uMP

www.knowledgeunlatched.org

open access monograph gets downloaded by users . users
in the Philippines top the list of

180

different countries

where the books are used .
Abigail De Kosnik

Keith Feldman

Towards an Open Monograph Ecosystem
(TOME) advances the wide dissemination of
scholarship by humanities and humanistic
social sciences faculty members through
open access editions.
www.openmonographs.org

1 million:

users of the

30+

open access

journals produced by Michigan Publishing last year . The

600
53,892

articles received

hits,

2+ million
8,640
page

article downloads and

mentions across social media, news and blogs, policy

Lever Press is a scholarly press operated
in partnership between the Oberlin Group,
Amherst College Press, and Michigan
Publishing Services and is supported
by a consortium of fifty-four liberal arts
institutions of higher education.
www.leverpress.org

books

documents, and Wikipedia.

ESC: Sonic Adventure in the Anthropocene
By Jacob Smith, Northwestern University
www.press.umich.edu/10120795/esc

10 million:

Downloads from the Deep Blue

institutional repository last year reflect high demand for
u-M scholarship . The

#1
100,000

America contains over

institutional repository in North
different research

outputs from U-M faculty and graduate students, including
research data, technical reports, theses and dissertations, and
journal articles .

Global Digital Cultures: Perspectives from
South Asia
Edited by Aswin Punathambekar and Sriram
Mohan
www.press.umich.edu/9561751/global_digital_
cultures

#identity: Hashtagging Race, Gender,
Sexuality and Nation
By Abigail De Kosnik and Keith Feldman
www.press.umich.edu/9697041/#identity
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St
In many cases, students go to college for experiences and
insights that will prepare them for their professional lives.
Michigan Publishing provides a meaningful, measurable
output of that experience.
“ Working on the U-M Undergraduate Research Journal has
been an incredibly rewarding experience. Through working
on a student journal, I’ve gained faculty and student
connections around campus, and even at other campuses.”
— Matthew Ward, UMURJ Editor (2018-2019)

“Michigan Publishing helped our editors stay focused on
the quality of our publication by taking away the stress
of having to copy edit, typeset, and print the journal
ourselves. We also found new outlets to share our work
with others and expand the reach of our publication
through a partnership with Michigan Publishing.”
—Caitlin Heenan, UJPH Editor (2018-2019)

Caitlin Heenan

Michigan Journals is home to more than 30 electronic serials,
publishing peer-reviewed scholarship in the sciences, social
sciences, and humanities. Among these are unique studentrun journals that allow students at Michigan to publish in an
impactful way.
“Working as an editor on a student-run publication gave me
the opportunity to work on projects I found meaningful
with like-minded people,” said Caitlin Heenan from the
Undergraduate Journal of Public Health (UJPH). “We also
found new outlets to share our work with others and expand
the reach of our publication through a partnership with
Michigan Publishing.”
Within the Michigan Journals program, student-led
publications are treated like traditional academic journals,
with articles provided in a fully searchable HTML format that
Google Scholar will index, and with access to copy editors,
professional typesetting, and printing.
This seriousness is key to the mission of the Michigan Journals
program. “When you can say 40,000 people looked at your
articles, that’s a lot different than just distributing copies to
50 people in your department,” said Michigan Publishing
Journals Coordinator Sean Guynes.
For many years, the University Library has supported the
ambitious students in U-M’s prestigious Undergraduate
Research Opportunity Program (UROP) with the annual
publication of the University of Michigan Undergraduate
Research Journal. Funded through UROP and the Office of
Research, the journal has been active for 14 years, a track
record which is unusual for student-led publications to
achieve.
According to Guynes, this journals program is a way to help
students beyond their Michigan Experience. “It’s about pride
in research. They want the professional experience,” he said.
“They have the Michigan degree, but now they also have this
experience as an editor. They want to show they’re more than
just a 4.0.”
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$3.5 million

in grants

“ The way I see it, publishing

were given to Michigan Publishing in the

ways, complements. When

and research are, in many

last five years to support innovative new

you better your skills

approaches to scholarly communication

skills in the other, and

from funders including the National

consequently, working as

in one, you better your

an editor for UMURJ has

Endowment for the Humanities, the national

improved my own abilities
to write and verbalize

Institutes of Health, the Andrew W. Mellon

the information gained

Foundation, the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation,

through my research.”

and the Institute for Museum and Library

—Anna Kang, UMURJ
Editor (2019-2020)

Services .

S

Anna Kang

“ When you can say
40,000 people looked
at your articles, that’s

•

a lot different than
just distributing copies
to 50 people in your
department.”

•

—Michigan Publishing
Journals Coordinator
Sean Guynes

•
•
•
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MICHIGan PublIsHInG’s Global
IMPaCT
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Western australia: With

funding from the Mellon Foundation, we
are working with researchers from Curtin
university in Perth to create a data trust for
ebook usage information .
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ELT aT Michigan — a STapLE in ThE FiELd

“ I cannot think of any other situation in
any other university where a Press and

If there is an ESL course taught at an R1 institution in the United
States, the odds are good that it has used a textbook from
the English Language Teaching (ELT) list at the University of
Michigan. For more than 60 years, University of Michigan Press’s
ELT list has served as the publishing arm of the University’s
English Language Institute, the first place in the United States to
offer English as a Second Language courses.

a unit have been so closely integrated
for so many years. The whole idea
of the elI and [elT at] Michigan
Press over so many years is such an
incredible, pure academic success
story.”
—Larry Selinker, former ELI Director

would not publish the research that
launches their academic careers,

This partnership has produced essential textbooks from some of
the most well-respected authors in the field. Academic Writing
for Graduate Students has been used in 85% of R1 institutions in
the United States and Canada. Renowned author Keith Folse has
published over 30 books under the ELT imprint. In addition, the
close relationship between ELT and ELI is unique.

let alone finish the dissertation
that gets them hired or produce the
first scholarly monograph and that
ultimately gets them tenure.”
—ELT Director Kelly Sippell

“I cannot think of any other situation in any other university where
a Press and a unit have been so closely integrated for so many
years,” said former ELI director Larry Selinker during his remarks
at the Institute’s 75th anniversary celebration in 2016. “The whole
idea of the ELI and Michigan Press over so many years is such an
incredible, pure academic success story.”
Now in its 3rd edition, Academic Writing for Graduate Students
(known globally as “Swales & Feak,” after authors John M. Swales
& Christine B. Feak) has sold nearly 185,000 copies. The book
embodies what a Michigan English for Academic Purposes (EAP)
book is—one that teaches the skills international students need
to get admitted to a university, complete a degree, and establish
their voice and identity as a junior scholar in their field.
“Without these texts, many students would not publish the
research that launches their academic careers, let alone finish
the dissertation that gets them hired or produce the first
scholarly monograph and that ultimately gets them tenure,” said
ELT Director Kelly Sippell.
The ELT list will continue to have an impact on L2 publishing,
the field of second language writing, and graduate student
development.

Project Partner
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“Without these texts, many students

English Language Institute
(ELI) at the University of
Michigan
lsa.umich.edu/eli

CulTIvaTInG THe PerfeCT GuIDebook THrouGH TeaCHInG
University of Michigan Press publishes a rich collection of books
that explore the history, culture, and environment of the Great
Lakes region. These books are collaborative efforts with campus
partners. A particularly fruitful example involves a book that has
been in print since 1913 and a beloved undergraduate course
taught in the School for Environment and Sustainability.
Originally published as a University Bulletin,
Michigan Trees first appeared under the University
of Michigan Press imprint in 1931. Since then, the
book has been updated and expanded multiple
times, with a new edition due in 2020. Michigan
Trees has always been an important resource for
Michigan’s citizenry and professional readers. Today,
virtually all public libraries in Michigan own copies
of the book, and it is part of the training curriculum
run by the USDA and Michigan DNR.

“ My first semester i took ‘Woody plants’ with Burt Barnes
and Herb Wagner. . . I was in heaven! I couldn’t belIeve
what was expected of us in Woody Plants. long afternoons
in the field—sun, rain, sleet or hail—and we had them all.
and long hours in the indoor lab memorizing soggy leaves
and twigs in light-green lab trays. There were compelling

lectures, too. I had to write furiously to keep up with burt
B
and was amazed at Herb’s ability to entertain. I just loved it.”
—U-M School of natural Resources alumna
Connie Ruth (B.S. ’76, M.S. ’83)

Beginning in the 1960s, the book also became indelibly
linked to the classroom when it was adopted by U-M’s Woody
Plants course, developed by Professors Burton V. Barnes and
Warren “Herb” Wagner to teach students about the plant life in
the diverse landscapes around Ann Arbor. “Woody plants form
the scaffolding of natural communities,” Wagner once said.
“The study of woody plants may be the only time people get to
actually see what they’re trying to save.”
In the following decades, Michigan Trees accommodated
the demands of the classroom, including sections on climate
change, the impact of invasive species, and the evolution of
forests across our region. Michigan Trees is now viewed as one
of the country’s preeminent botanical guides, used in courses
at the University of Wisconsin, University of Minnesota, and
University of Maryland, among other schools. The New York
Botanical Garden, Los Angeles County Arboretum, and even the
Conservatory and Botanical Garden of the City of Geneva have
copies—some 4,000 miles away from the region covered by the
book.
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elT refleCTs HuManITy anD broaDens
aCCess In ITs PublIsHInG
Much like all of the work at Michigan Publishing, the values of
diversity and accessibility are woven into the English Language
Teaching (ELT) list. Not only does the list serve multilingual
teachers and students around the world, it supports accessibility
through innovative content.
A perfect example is the 2018 title: Refugee Students: What
Every ESL Teacher Needs to Know, which serves as an advocate
for international students, immigrants, and refugees. It was
published in the fall of 2018 to coincide with author Jeffra
Flaitz being invited to several ESL Advocacy events based on
her experience as an advocate in a detainee camp in 2016, her
experience in the Florida public schools, and as a professor/
teacher trainer (PhD in Linguistics).
“Teachers were thrilled to have a small guide to give to people
that reinforce the truth about refugees and immigrants in the
U.S. ahead of the 2018 elections,” said ELT Director Kelly Sippell.
An expanded version is planned due to the success of the book.

“ Teachers were thrilled to have a
small guide to give to people that
reinforces the truth about refugees
and immigrants in the u.s. ahead of
the 2018 elections.”

The deal with digiminis:
•

“ In some ways, it helps lure authors

40-60 single-spaced pages or
about 18,000 words

•

Limited art/figures/tables

•

High royalty rate as an
incentive to produce quickly

•

$3 .99 Net price

into the digital publishing world in
a more ‘reasonable’ way, which can
lead to thinking about their existing
(or new) print content in new ways.”
— ELT Director Kelly Sippell

As one of ELT’s newest e-singles/digi-minis, Refugee Students
is also an example of how the ELT list is broadening access
through more easily accessible content. The e-singles were
designed to not only attract new audiences of teachers—both
local and abroad—but new authors. These works are short, easily
digestible, low-cost ebooks on topics that can (and should) be
updated—and often provide a good opportunity for authors to
do so.
“In some ways, it helps lure authors into the digital publishing
world in a more ‘reasonable’ way, which can lead to thinking
about their existing (or new) print content in new ways,” Sippell
says.

B

The increased access also generates more speaking
opportunities for authors to talk about their work internationally.
These texts can also be included in massive open online courses,
thus increasing the visibility of Michigan as an innovative ELT
publisher in a “bit” / a la carte purchasing environment.

w

y
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Born-accESSiBLE puBLiShing iS good Book-Making For EvEryonE
Michigan Publishing is committed to leading on accessibility
and disability issues. When readers with visual impairments
couldn’t effectively read Press ebooks, comprehensive work to
address the ongoing needs of our readers began.
As a leading advocate for the blind and partially-sighted,
Syracuse University professor Stephen Kuusisto notes, “The
University of Michigan Press has become the national leader
in assuring scholarly publications can be accessed by the
disabled….They’ve imagined publications beyond mere
accessibility by pioneering descriptive techniques to make
illustrations and technical materials available to readers with
disabilities.”
Making digital publications and media available to the
broadest audience is a core value of the U-M Library. Since Fall
2015, the Michigan Publishing Accessibility Group has helped
the organization update its workflows, implement accessible
technologies and systems, and spurred the publication of an
open access book by Stephanie Rosen, Accessibility Specialist,
called Accessibility and Publishing.
The Press's disability studies list has also been a catalyst. Since
2015, Michigan Publishing has offered the Tobin Siebers Prize
for Disability Studies in the Humanities, awarded in memory
of disability studies pioneer Tobin Siebers, Professor of
English at the University of Michigan. This prestigious
annual prize for the best disabilities studies manuscript
raises awareness about the field and ensures the growth
of a highly regarded list of more than 50 titles covering
topics from literary and cultural depictions of disability to
representation on the stage, or even in the classroom.

“The university of Michigan Press has become
the national leader in assuring scholarly
publications can be accessed by the disabled.
but they’ve also taken a second more dynamic
step. They’ve imagined publications beyond

Tobin Siebers

mere accessibility by pioneering descriptive

Tobin siebers
Prize Winners:

techniques to make illustrations and technical
materials available to readers with disabilities.”
—Syracuse University professor
Stephen Kuusisto

2019

"Whoa, that is awesome. okay, let's do that
again, because that just described what the
illustration was. awesome, good job... Holy
crap, I'm getting distracted, but I'm very happy
right now because all of these are described
and a blind person can follow exactly what's
going on in this ebook, which is amazing. I
don't know who's describing these pictures,
but they need to go and describe my math
books… I'm very impressed with the image
description quality."
—Anonymous Michigan State University
graduate student, MSU's Usability and
Accessibility Research Consulting

Vitality Politics:
Health, Debility, and
the Limits of Black
Emancipation
By Stephen Knadler

2018
Monstrous Kinds:
Body, Space,
and Narrative
in Renaissance
Representations of
Disability
By Elizabeth B. Bearden

2017

As of January 2019, University of Michigan Press’s Ebook
collection on Fulcrum has basic textual descriptions for every
image and transcripts and captioning for associated video.

Foucault and Feminist
Philosophy of Disability
By Shelley L. Tremain

One Michigan State University graduate student from an
accessibility testing group was pleased with that work. “A blind
person can follow exactly what's going on in this ebook, which is
amazing. I'm very impressed with the image description quality."

2016

Michigan Publishing remains committed to leading on
accessibility as a publisher and a community partner for authors,
publishers, and readers in the arts and humanities.

War on Autism:
On the Cultural Logic of
Normative Violence
By Anne McGuire
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Project Partners
Data Driven Detroit
datadrivendetroit.org

Laura Sánchez-Parkinson

National Center for
Institutional Diversity
(NCID) at the University of
Michigan
lsa.umich.edu/ncid
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DIGITal InfrasTruCTure Makes sCHolarsHIP Durable for GeneraTIons
It sometimes feels like you’ll always be
able to retrieve electronic files or data.
Until you can’t.
“The problem with digital is that things
break easily. Apps go out of date, and all
of a sudden you can’t open things,” said
Jeremy Morse, Michigan Publishing’s
Director of Publishing Technology. “Digital
preservation takes active management
Jeremy Morse
and care. It also means having
contingency plans for things that can go wrong.”
When it comes to scholarly research, it’s vital to have
access to stable source material. That’s why a key mission
of Michigan Publishing’s Fulcrum platform is preservation.
Michigan Publishing approaches this from several angles:
preserving the data exactly as it is at the smallest, most basic
level (bit preservation); reformatting the content to work in
future file formats and programs (migration); and taking a
“snapshot” of the content in its original form to preserve the
initial user experience (emulation).
This approach has required different tools and partnerships
for Michigan Publishing: CLOCKSS, a digital preservation
archive that preserves scholarly publications in their
original format, and Academic Preservation Trust (APTrust),
which serves as a disaster recovery service at the bit level,
in the event of a massive data loss or a university no longer
being able to support the maintenance of the data in
question.
CLOCKSS actively scrolls Michigan Publishing’s site for data
to update, while APTrust requires manually depositing
new data every month. It’s a lot of work for the tech team,
but there’s a reason durability is one of the core Fulcrum
missions.
“As a scholar, if you’re doing research and you cite something
in your work, you want future scholars to be able to find that
same thing you saw when you cited it so the integrity of your
argument is maintained,” Morse said.

Project Partners
Academic Preservation Trust,
committed to the creation
and management of a
sustainable environment for
digital preservation.

“Doing it one way in CloCkss and another in aPTrust is strategic
diversity. If it turns out one approach was better, we’ve hedged
our bets.”

aptrust.org

“Digital preservation takes active management and care.”
— Jeremy Morse, Michigan Publishing’s
Director of Publishing Technology

University of Michigan is one of over

35

CLOCKSS, provides a
sustainable dark archive
to ensure the long-term
survival of Web-based
scholarly content.

institutional partners in Samvera, a grass-

clockss.org

roots, open-source community creating best-in-class digital asset management
solutions for libraries, archives, museums, and others. The software that University
of Michigan Library developers create is donated back to the community. This open
source community approach contributes to a stable technology environment.

2. Processing a Monograph into a Record and Bag

3. Create and Upload a Bag
exporter = Export::Exporter.new(noid, :monograph)
exporter.export_bag

Call exporter
with noid

pdoc is a single
published solr
monograph
document

build_record_and
_bag(pdoc)

A
Create bag
directory with
bagit gem;
Creates bagit.txt

Call method
send_to_s3
with tarred bag

Add:
bag_info.txt
aptrust-info.txt
to bag

noid = pdoc[:id].to_s

Record
for noid
found
?

Connect to s3
and check
if bag already
exists

Call extract
method with bag
data directory to
add monograph
data

N

Log warning

N

Y

Y

Bag
found
on s3 bucket
?

Try to
Complete bag
create record
directory by calling
bag.manifest!
for noid;
Is it
okay?
Bag
valid
?

N

Y

N

Log error and
return nil

Overwritting
warning
N

N

pdoc is a single
published solr
monograph
document

build_record_and
_bag(pdoc)

Report
error
Y

Is solr doc
pdoc
complete?

2. Processing a Monograph into a Record and Bag

Try to
upload bag
to s3 bucket

Bag
Uploaded
?

Log error and
return nil
Tar bag directory
and
delete directory

N

Report
error

noid = pdoc[:id].to_s

Y

Report
success

A

Update
record
s3 status
and
bag status

Y

Record
for noid
found
?

N

Log warning

N

Log error and
return nil

Y

Y

Is solr doc
pdoc
complete?

BAG_STATUSES = { 'not_bagged' => 0, 'bagged' => 1, 'bagging_failed' => 3 }

Try to
create record
for noid;
Is it
okay?

N

N

Log error and
return nil

S3_STATUSES = { 'not_uploaded' => 0, 'uploaded' => 1, 'upload_failed' => 3 }

Update record with
pdoc’s solr data

APT_STATUSES = { 'not_checked' => 0, 'confirmed' => 1, 'pending' => 3, 'failed' => 4,
'not_found' => 5, 'bad_aptrust_response_code' => 6 }

Y
Update record with
pdoc’s solr data
Y

Y

Update record with
pdoc’s solr data

Update record with
pdoc’s solr data

BAG_STATUSES = { 'not_bagged' => 0, 'bagged' => 1, 'bagging_failed' => 3 }
S3_STATUSES = { 'not_uploaded' => 0, 'uploaded' => 1, 'upload_failed' => 3 }
APT_STATUSES = { 'not_checked' => 0, 'confirmed' => 1, 'pending' => 3, 'failed' => 4,
'not_found' => 5, 'bad_aptrust_response_code' => 6 }

BAG_STATUSES = { 'not_bagged' => 0, 'bagged' => 1, 'bagging_failed' => 3 }
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S3_STATUSES = { 'not_uploaded' => 0, 'uploaded' => 1, 'upload_failed' => 3 }
APT_STATUSES = { 'not_checked' => 0, 'confirmed' => 1, 'pending' => 3, 'failed' => 4,
'not_found' => 5, 'bad_aptrust_response_code' => 6 }

WHen DIGs Go DIGITal
When archaeologists dig, they simultaneously erase the
evidence of ancient civilizations. This means that publishing
their finds is vital. At the University of Michigan, scholars are
working with U-M Press to create innovative publications that
present data in immersive ways, while still preserving the quality
that specialists value.
Since 2007, Dr. Nic Terrenato has led a multinational team
sponsored by the Kelsey Museum of Archaeology that studies
the evolution of urbanism at the site of Gabii near Rome.
Collaborating with the Press technology team and Dr. Ellen
Bauerle, Senior Acquiring Editor, Terrenato and his colleagues
have created a new form of digital publication.
Their first work, A Mid-Republican House from Gabii, was
published in 2016. Its production entailed a complex and
collaborative set of activities to integrate textual description
with a 3D model of the site and the fieldwork database. Lead
author Dr. Rachel Opitz worked closely with U-M graduate
students Tyler Johnson and Matt Naglak, and the Press’s frontend developer Jon McGlone to ensure this integration. Jon,
having traveled to Italy to work with the project, notes, “Built on
research library infrastructure, Fulcrum offers a perfect platform
for disciplines like archaeology where there is rich data that
needs to be preserved for the long-term.”

Project Partners
Kelsey Museum of
Archaeology at the
University of Michigan
lsa.umich.edu/kelsey

Museum of Anthropological
Archaeology at the
University of Michigan
1 8 • U n i v e r s i t y o f M i c h i g a n lsa.umich.edu/ummaa

Ensuring public engagement is top of mind for Dr. Mike Galaty,
Director of the U-M Museum of Anthropological Archaeology, as
he oversees the UMMAA Publication Series, established
in 1932 and boasting over 100 archaeological and
ethnographic titles. He observes, “If we don’t pop
up at the top of the list when someone searches on
‘archaeology’, then we are losing the battle.” For the
publication series, working with the Press and
the Library’s Digital Conversion Unit to move
from print into a digital format was essential.
“If we don’t pop up at the top of the list
when someone searches on ‘archaeology’,
then we are losing the battle.”
—Dr. Mike galaty,
Director of the u-M Museum of
Anthropological Archaeology

U-M archaeologists seek to engage the public in
new ways while staying true to the values of their
discipline. Through the expertise of its editors
and technologists, the Press is finding new ways
of bringing the lessons of the past to life.

“ built on research library infrastructure,
fulcrum offers a perfect platform for
disciplines like archaeology where there is
rich data that needs to be preserved for the
long-term.”
—Jon Mcglone,
Front-end developer at Michigan Publishing
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